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ENGLISH SOCIETY  IN THE  LATER MIDDLE AGES. Class, Status  and
Gender.  S.H. Rigby, 1995. Macmillan, Basingstoke, £45 (hbk), £14.99  (pbk).

ISBN  0-333-49239-0  (hbk); 0-333-49240-4  (pbk).

Historians commonly regard the use of social theory in historical works with

suspicion on the grounds  that  it systematically encourages either excessive

simplification or the intrusion of partisan bias, or  both, into writing about  the  past.

Such suspicions are easily explained, since many historians unashamedly use

theory in order to impose on the  past  some meaning that  pleases tpem — to
demonstrate, for example, either the inevitability or the futility of class  conflict.  Dr.

Rigby’s  new  book, by contrast, is  a  model of how a historian can use the work of

social  theorists as a  path  to dispassionate wisdom. This is partly because  the idea

he employs most  often  in the book  —  the Weberian concept of  ‘social  closure’ -

does not imply a  commitment to the existence or over-riding significance of any
particular social divisions of class, status, race and gender. It is  also  because his
understanding of the different theories he works with is critical, and he scrutinises

the limitations of theoretical traditions even as he  uses  them. He is alert to areas of
debate fuelled only by the preconceptions underlying different academic traditions,

and is consistently concerned that worthwhile propositions need to be both

coherently formulated and testable against surviving evidence. The result is a book

in which theory is used to  expose  misconceptions and to broaden historical

sympathies, and not one in which history is manipulated or mangled in the service

of some narrow doctrine. '
This  is excellent and lively historical writing, well written, and rich in

information. Rural and urban society are examined with plenty of precise detail,

and there axe  excellent  chapters on the nobility, the clergy, women, the .Jews and

on ideas about society prevalent at the time. The  arguments  are closely structured

while pointing away from oversimplification. Just as Rigby explores the

differences  of income and lifestyle among the clergy, and between women of
different rank, thpugh both clergy and women can be used to illustrate the
phenomenon of social closure, so he stresses the diversity of interpretations to

which a common set of social and religious teachings could be put. He rejects the
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idea that  the teachings of the Church can be considered  a  dominant ideology by
which  social  order was maintained, on the clear evidence  that  Christian ideals were

used as much to criticise  those  with wealth and power as to protect them. There

was, in short, no homogeneous value system in the  later  Middle Ages.

The period covered by the  book,  approximately from  1200  to 1500, witnessed
considerably social change  —  contraction of population, weakening of control by

mral landlords, formalisation of  social  divisions in landed society and in urban
ruling groups, the virtual disappearance of serfdom, growing dependencé upon

money, the development of anti-semitism and the eventual expulsion of Jews from

England in  1290.  These changes are clearly presented, but not only does Rigby

refuse to explain them by reference to some prime mover — population  change,
class conflict and  fluctuations  in the money supply all being rejected as candidates

for this role  — but he dismisses such explanations as futile oversimplifications, for
reasons which he clearly explains. After reading his decisive cements on pages

141-3  it is difficult to see how the debate between  ‘Marxists’ and ‘neo-Mathusians’
over the relative importance of population change and social conflict in bringing

about  the decline of serfdom can continue to be taken  seriously.

R.H.  BRITNELL

WOMEN  OF THE  ENGLISH NOBILITY  AND  GENTRY 1066 - 1500.  Edited
Jennifer Ward. 1995. Manchester Medieval Sources Series. Manchester University
Press, £35 (hbk); £10.99 (pbk). ISBN 0-7190-4114-7 (hbk);ISBN 0-7190-4115-5 (pbk)

WOMEN  IN  ENGLAND 1275  -  1525.  Edited P.J.P. Goldberg. 1995. Manchester
Medieval Sources Series. Manchester University Press, £45  (hbk); £14.99 (pbk).

ISBN  04190-40558  (hbk); ISBN 0-7190-4056-6  (pbk)

Both these books are  part  of an admirable  attempt  by MUP to make medieval
sources accessible to students and other interested readers, by careful selection,

translation into English and a scholaxly introduction by an acknowledged  expert  in
the field. Given the very similar subject  matter  of these two volumes it is therefore

both easy and in  some  ways inviduous to compare them. Although the detailed

study of medieval women is a relatively recent phenomenon, there has always been
some  interest in English women from the noble and gentry classes, partiétiléu'ly
where they played some role in the political  life  of the country or, like the  Paston
women, were illuminated by surviving collections of correspondence. For
medieval women from the poorer stratas of society, it was customarily supposed
that there was insufficient evidence to write of them at all. Recent work has proved
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this manifestly untrue, although the material is almost invariably written by men
and reflects their concerns and  prejudices  rather than those of the women
themselves. In virtually all the documents relating to medieval women, the
evidence is of what they did, or had done to  them,  and none of it throws light on
what  they felt or believed. The  same  is largely true for wealthier women, even

when they were responsible for causing the documents to be written or drawn up;
most of  their  letters as well as more  formal  documents would have been written by
clerks until the fifteenth century.

Both  editors have  cast  the net widely for their sources; literature, royal

administrative records, wills are common to both, but while  Ward’s also
encompasses the more familiar categories of letters, accounts, chronicles and legal

records, Goldberg’s are drawn primarily from courts  — ecclesiastical, civil and
customary —  and from borough records, territory much less well-known. The

approach each editor has taken to the arrangement of their  volume  is different.

Ward begins with  a  general introduction on the nature of the sources, the

hierarchical social setting in which her  women  operated, and the  family context,

before  moving on to introduce each section  —  marriage, family, land, wealth and

lordship, household and religion  —  in more  detail, followed by the selection of

records which comprise it. She  also  includes a  full  list of all one hundred and  sixty
seven documents. Goldberg, by contrast, has only one introduction which he

divides by section. His categories are wider than  Ward’s  and cover the range

childhood, adolescence, husband and wife, widowhood, poverty and old age, work

in the countryside, work in the town, prostitution, law and custom, recreation and

last but not least, devotion. However, throughout the introduction he has chosen to
insert the number of the document illustrating each point he is making, thus
breaking the flow of the  text  and making it well-nigh impossible to read.

Goldberg shows  that  it is possible to trace the existence of female friendship

networks, that  widowhood, far from being a period of liberation and independence
as it was for wealthier women, meant insecurity and poverty for the  vast  majority
of their sisters.  Both these  conclusions may not come as  a  surprise, but they have

not before  been  rooted in primary evidence. Having myself studied aristocratic

households, where all the servants bar a few waiting women and laundresses were

men, I  was fascinated to discover the answer to  a  long-asked question  —  where

were the  comparable  women? Goldberg shows that large numbers of them were

employed, often on one year contracts, as servants in  towns,  where they learned

household skills from their mistress and saved enough money to provide

themselves with a dowry. If they then returned to the countryside to marry, they
could command money wages doing seasonal work, or tending livestock or

gardens.  Women  also had a high profile in the rural brewing industry, while in the
towns  they dominated in the retailing of ale or victuals. Few served formal
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apprenticeships and while single supported themselves in service or in crafts which
did not need much capital, such as spinning, needlecrafts, laundry or  petty
retailing. The more well-to-do married men with  their  own workshops and then by

virtue of experience rather than training might continue to run the workshop as a

widow.

The evidence  that  the Church and its teachings permeated every'area of

women’s lives is overwhelming and many different  roles were open to them, as

nuns, anchoresses, nursing sisters, vowesses, guild sisters or a simple parishioners.

While very few nuns were below the rank of substantial townsfolk, poorer women

served as nursing or lay sisters or as convent servants. Wills, admittedly made only

by the better  off, show how practical was women’s charity by the number of

bequests for bread and  fuel  for the poor. For wealthier women, with the  ability to
make greater benefactions, Ward shows  that these  were often linked to her own

family rather  than  her husband’s; a subtle indication that even in a medieval
marriage, women retained their own sense of identity. In convents, often in the
company of widowed lay women, nuns were not cut off and often managed to
maintain contact with their own families. In general, Ward’s  material is more

familiar. There are the well-documented negotiations for noble marriages, the
securing of a dispensation, the drawing up of settlements, followed by the

regulation of wealthy households, the administration of large estates. Even among
women  in the higher echelons of society, there was  a  vast  economic  gulf; the
wealthiest, such as Elizabeth de Burgh in the early fourteenth century, had an
annual income of £2,500 which was 250 times greater than that of some of the
minor gentry. Nevertheless they all had similar concerns over  family, interest in

land, religious beliefs and practices and social conventions. From Domesday Book

onwards, women had the right to hold land, though during their marriage their

husband was responsible for it, but as an integral part of medieval society it was
taken for granted that there would be occasions when they would take over  duties

customan'ly performed by men.

Even for the wealthiest of women, there is only a miniscule  amount  of

evidence as to  what they thought and felt.  This  comes  chiefly from wills, where

bequests are left to women friends, or, as Eleanor  Bohun, Duchess of Gloucester,

did in  1399, expressed her feelings as she bequeathed to her son, Humphrey,
numerous personal items including ‘a gold cross hanging by a  chain with an  image
of the crucifix and four  pearls  round it, with my blessing, as the possession of mine
which I loved  most’.  Evidence of emotions may be  rare, and the one cited above is
in French, but Goldberg has discovered something even rarer, the reported speech

of an eleven or twelve year old girl. In  a  case  heard in  a  church court at York in

1365 over a disputed  contract  of marriage, immensely detailed evidence is given of

the age of Alice dc Rouclif, where the female witnesses are  able  to  locate  events
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precisely by reference to their own experience of childbirth and Alice’s own views
of her mam'age are given in the  actual  words spoken to her sister-in-law. For later
periods records of the lower courts have proved  a  goldmine of information  about

the lives of ordinary people  and Goldberg has shown  that  this is no less true for the
later middle ages. Among the  vivid  glimpses he provides us with are  those  of
‘Chen‘ylips’, a woman  about  whose lewd behaviour the whole of the parish of St
Michael in Micklegate complained, the  nuns  of Elstow,  issued  with detailed

instructions by their bishop on how they should order their affairs and run their

lives, and Elizabeth, the wife of Henry Moring, who was tried in  a  London  coun  as

a  common prostitute and procuress, who under cover of taking girls as apprentices

for the  craft  of embroidery, ran  a  brothel for ‘friars, chaplains and other  men’.

Taken together  these books  provide revelatory evidence in an accessible form

of the details of women’s lives in the  Middle  Ages and are to be thoroughly

recommended.- Perhaps it is appropriate to end with the words of  a  song (probably
written by a  man), entitled  ‘The  serving maid’s  holiday':

I cannot  weave  nor wind nor spin

For joy that  it is as holiday

Jack will entice me on my way,

Desire to  enjoy himself with  me.

Some  things, perhaps more  than  we think, never change.

ANNE CRAWFORD

JOHANN GUTENBERG:  THE MAN AND HIS  INVENTION.  Albert Kapr.
Translated from the German by Douglas  Martin.  1996.  Scolar Press, Aldershot,

Hams. and Brookfield, Vermont, £27.50 '  ISBN 0-85928-114-1

No matter how often they are reported, the numbers attesting the growth and

spread  of printing during the last  forty-five  years of the fifteenth century are
always startling. As Albert Kapr notes in the conclusion to  this  book, ‘Up to 1500,
at  some  255 printing locations, at least  30,000  printed items must have  been

published, in  a total  edition of 20 million  copies.  Gutenberg’s work had not been in
vain’. While the rapid development of printing during its formative years has

frequently been remarked in terms of the economy of the printing press itself,  both

technological and financial, Kapr consistently returns a reader’s attention to the

man responsible for  this  invention, to its  actual  print artefacts his genius made
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possible,  and to the  people  whose lives were directly affected by his. In the
increasingly complex world of incunabula books, there were no six degrees of
separation among the participants. Indeed there was only one, for vinually without
exception, no one involved with printing and print publication  before  1500 was
free of the long shadow  cast  by Johann Gutenberg.

Such recognition of Gutenberg’s achievement and influence was not always
the case, in part the result of historic circumstances not  least  of which were the

ambitions  of his early associates and eventual rivals, such as Johann Fust and Peter
Schoffer, and the parochial pride of place in  towns  and centres where presses were
early established. It was not until  1741, with the publication of Johann David
Kohler’s  The  Vindication  of Johann Gutenberg, that  the native son of Mainz

achieved the recognition due him. Since then, as Kapr shows and the bibliography
of this  book reflects, Gutenberg has received the sort of sustained scholarship and

public acclaim  that  has made his name synonymous with the very idea of print
culture, where  books  become the gunpowder of the mind or, as Karl  Marx  once
wrote, ‘the  mightiest lever for the cultural and intellectual education of the
masses’.

To write  a  modern account of such an icon is no small'undertaking, and yet
Douglas  Martin’s choice to translate  Kapr’s 1986 study (2nd ed. 1988) as  ‘the  most
suitable biography of Gutenberg to bring out in English? is highly appropriate,
given Kapr’s stature both as  a  leading Gutenberg scholar and as  a  calligrapher and
designer of  typefaces  and book formats. Kapr was equally fortunate in his choice
of translator, for Martin is himself  a book  designer of marked achievement. As
Kapr notes of their collaborative effort, ‘We  have  both  handled  type, and that is

what  counts’ — a claim well  justified by the  book’s  rich dependency for its
persuasive arguments on the evidence of printed pages found in incunables, with
their subtle variants of  typeface  and compositional design, as presented for scrutiny
in the  book’s  generous illustrations.

Kapr’s expertise and critical judgment are further demonstrated in his
approach to  this  biographical  task. As he  notes, ‘Each  generation has its own  image
of Gutenberg’ and for him, the aim was not ‘a totally new biographical study, for
the  facts  known  about  Gutenberg the man are insufficient for that. Rather  like-a
criminologist [I] will present the Gutenberg files before the reader once more and
also  offer [my] personal interpretation of his  historic  case’.  In this blend of
recondite archival research, of sophisticated analysis of  books  as artefacts, and of

open argument, Kapr largely succeeds, Writing ‘a lively account accessible to the
general reader’ and one that also reports fairly and allows  equal  access to  opposing
views by others.

The Gutenberg Kapr thus presents is  a  man of many parts. Characteristic of his

curiosi_ty, Kapr's method is to seek causal explanations for the inventive genius of
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his subject, and yet never attempt to explain it away. We are asked, for example, to

consider Gutenberg as  a  man who was  largely patrician in his lineage and outlook,
yet who was also drawn to the  social  and economic aspirations of the rising craft
guilds, from one group of which, the goldsmiths, he presumably leamed lapidary
work, punch-cutting, metallurgy and casting techniques, as well as the lesson of the
importance of quality of workmanship, a  practicum he was never to forget. Beyond
these  interests, but unlike those of his mentors, he learned to value change, as
altered  means  of capitalistic production began to become feasible. Or we see a
Gutenberg keenly alert to nuances of political  change  in the church and the
German states and who could recognize the  valuable  ideas of  a Nicholas  of Cues
and his reform movement, seeing them  later as tied to literacy.

Kapr rightly sees Gutenberg’s major role as  that  of inventor, but consistently
such  a  part, while coloured by Gutenberg’s own temperament, is shown to have

been played out on the  complex  stage  both  of contemporary events and of  those
who caused them. Kapr takes pains to show  that ‘the  invention of printing was

no sudden brainwave, but a creative process, which lasted from  1437  to  1445’.
Central to  this  ‘work of the books’ was Gutenberg’s technological genius, which

lay in his recognition of the need to combine mechanically the graphemes of

writing in such a way that  they could be set and printed in  text  columns and pages  —
hence the primacy of his contrivance of the letter-matn'x punch and hand-mould for

casting type and of  a  press to print from such  type  once composed and set in forms.

Kapr then traces in  detail  the often conflicting evidence that for Gutenberg printing

began at Strasbourg, but then was continued in Mainz, both at the Gutenberghof,
the house long associated with his family, and at the larger printing office at the

Humbrechthof, in the latter case in partnership with Johann Fust, which soon fell

apart. \
Yet such  a  concentrated  sequence  of creative and human events  fails  to explain

the  stunning achievement of the  so-called  42-line Bible of 1454—5, as Kapr himself
acknowledges:

It still appears miraculous that this first typographic  book  in
Europe...should be of  such  sublime  beauty and mastery that  later
generations up to our own day have  rarely matched and  never  excelled it
in quality. For regularity of setting, uniform silky blackness of
impression, harmony of layout: and  many other respects, it is magisterial

in a way to  which  we can rarely aspire'under modern conditions. Behind

such  an achievement can  only have  stood  a  personality inspired by a
passionate commitment to excellence, and able to communicate this drive

and enthusiasm to his fellow workers.

Yet the  ultimate outcome  of  this  commitment, drive and enthusiasm was the

eclipse of  Gutenberg as master teacher.
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The extent  that  Kapr is able to  focus  on such a man and persuade us that we
are still his heirs, or can aspire to be, is a measure of the  book’s  success. As

encountered in Martin’s highly readable translation, Kapr’s  book  is one to be
commended and recommended.

Albert Kapr died on 31 March 1995.

C.  PAUL CHRISTIANSON

.

THE  MIDDLEHAM JEWEL  AND  RING.  John Cherry.  1994.  The Yorkshire
Museum, York, £6.50 (pbk). ISBN o-9osso7-12-x

MEDIEVAL POTTERY  IN THE  YORKSHIRE MUSEUM. Sarah  Jennings.

1992.  The Yorkshire Museum, York,  £7.45 (pbk). ISBN  0-905807-04-9
Members may purchase both books for £10 plus £1.95 p&p from Retail  Dept.  5,

Yorkshire  Museum, Museum Gardens, York YOl 2DR.

The Yorkshire  Museum’s  acquisition in  1991  of the exceptional piece of medieval
gold  jewellery known  as the ‘Middleham  Jewel’ was made possible by a major

grant from the National Heritage Mgmorial Fund and donations  from  several
hundred institutions, societies and individuals, whose names are duly listed  at the

back  of this fine publication by the  museum.
Middleham  Castle  in Wensleydale was one of the principal seats of the Neville

family, anddater of Richard III as Duke of Gloucester. Middleham was  a  favourite

residence of Richard and his wife Anne Neville, and thgir son Edward was born
and died there. In  this  short  book  (48  pages) John Cherry of the British Museum ,-

provides a detailed and beautifully illustrated account of the ‘Jewel', a lozenge-

shaped pendant of a form fashionable among ladies  in the third quarter of the
fifteenth century which was found close to the  castle  in 1985. He describes the
evidence for its date and  use, its manufacture, perhaps by a  London goldsmith, its
original appearance (probably with  a  frame of pearls) and its repair after long
usage and wear. He then turns to its  ‘meaning’ -  a  reminder  that  most  medieval
ornament had  a  significance sometimes  lost  to us  today.  In a masterly summary,
Cherry recounts the likely implications of the  different  elements making up the
Jewel: the sapphire set into its face, like  so many stones valued for its amuletic and
medical powers, particularly in childbirth; the image of the Holy Trinity; the

inscription  Ecce  Agnus  Dei ending with the mystic word  ananizapta,  a charm

against  epilepsy; the  Nativity on the back, with its frame of  male  and  female  saints

probably chosen  for their personal  significance  to the wearer. The Jewel was
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intended as  a  container for something highly prized by its owner, and Cherry
describes the  mysterious  textile roundels, perhaps relics, found inside it. The  Ecce
Agnus  Dei inscription suggests that the Jewel might have been made to contain a
wax medallion of the type known as an Agnus Dei. Such medallions were blessed
and distributed by the Pope at Easter  — though  there is evidence of  a  widespread
trade in  false  medallions.

The chapter on  ‘The  owngr of the jewel’ must  remain by its very nature

unsatisfactory, for no real conclusion can be reached. The author summarises
his View: ‘an aristocratic lady concerned  about  her pregnancies, health, and,

most of all, about  her religious devotion and the redemption of her  soul.’ One
might add  that  the Jewel was presumably made for her when the style was

fashionable in the third quarter of the  fifteenth  century,  that  she had it long
enough for it to become worn and require repair, and  that  she had some

connection, perhaps only as  a  visitor, with Middleham Castle.
The description of the Jewel is preceded by a brief account of another

Middleham find, also  acquired by the Yorkshire  Museum:  a  gold  ring, probably of

the early fifteenth century. Its decoration of letter Ss — emblem of the Lancastrian

kings  — and the internal inscription ‘sovereynly’ — derived from  a motto  of Henry
-  IV  — both seem to reflect the period when the castle was in the  possession  of  Ralph

Neville, first Earl of Westmorland and staunch supporter of Henry IV. Two other
items from Middleham  that  may relate to Richard  III, including a boar badge, are

also described.
In his preface John Cherry suggests  the need for further research on the place

of the Jewel in the development of English jewellery in the  fifteenth  century. Quite
rightly he stresses  that  it provides “an insight into the way that  the beliefs of the

time  were  expressed  in physical  form’.  No doubt more research will be published

one day. In the meantime this publication is worthy of its subject and will, one
hopes, bring it to a wide audience. The colour illustrations, not only of the Jewel

but of related material and contemporary images, are well chosen and beautifully

reproduced. The book is well designed and  a  pleasure to read.

A  second publication from the Yorkshire Museum is devoted to the  museum’s

extensive  collection of medieval pottery, most  of it’s vessels found during

nineteenth-century building works in Yorkand its vicinity. Such a collection, like

the  similar  London finds in the Museum of London, has a bias towards jugs (rather

than cooking pots), particularly complete and highly decorated  vessels, those more

attractive to the original  Victorian  collectors. It has however the advantage of

containing good  complete  examples  of pottery often represented among the results

of more recent scientific excavation only as sherds.

The Catalogue of over 200  vessels  is illustrated with scale drawings of the  type
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familiar to  archaeologists, combining a cross-section and a side view in one  -  they

may be puzzling to a non-specialist readership, and the information that they are to

one-quarter scale is easily missed. The drawings are largely the work of Dudley

Waterman, complgted in the 19505 but never published. The present author,  Sarah

Jennings, has been able to draw on  a  whole generation of archaeological research

to identify pottery fabrics, sources and  dates  to an  extent  that would not have been

possible  forty years ago.

’ Valuable though  the Catalogue alone would be to the medieval pottery

specialist, particularly to one working in the North-East (for most of the pottery is
the product of local kilns), it is the first two-thirds of the book  that  warrant its

publication in colourful ‘popular’ format. For here the  huthor  introduces medieval

pottery to the general reader: its function and fashions, its production and
distribution. She then turns to  a  fuller account of the types of pottery repre'sented in
the  museum’s  collection, from highly decorated jugs to more unusual forms  like

the two Humber ware urinals.  These  sections are well illustrated, mostly in colour

-  which adds so much to our comprehension of medieval pottery. One might

suggest  that  the theatrically posed and lit  ‘group photographs’ are pretentious and

after a while  tedious; the occasional straightforward photograph of  a  single vessel
comes as something of a relief.

This  short volume is well produced, and  a  fine introduction to its subject. Set

alongside John Cherry’s account of the Middleham Jewel it provides a necessary

reminder of the more ordinary quality of life in medieval times. The Yorkshire

Museum is to be congratulated on two excellent additions to its publications list.

' JOHN-CLARK

MEDIEVAL CANON LAW.  James A. Brundage.1995. The Medieval World
Series, edited by David Bates. Longman, Harlow, Essex,  £12.99  (pbk)

' ISBN 0-582-09356-2

Canon law touched every aspect of the  lives  of medieval  people,  from their  food
and drink to their marriages and wills. In  this book  James A. Brundage traces its

origins and development and describes its impact on Western Christendom at its

apogee. The book is a model of clarity, written in a thoroughly readable style  that

belies the heavy load  of information it carries.

Rules for the conduct of Christians arose very soon after the Apostolic age. As
early as the early second century, the  Didache  or  Doctrine  of the  Twelve  Apostles

was written, containing a  collection of moral precepts and directions as to the
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public worship of the Church. As  soon  as Christianity became the religion of the

Roman Empire, under Constantine  I  in the early fourth century, synods and Church

councils began to be called. Their decisions and decrees became one of the

principal sources of Church law. The Church grew, and so did the canonical

collections (canon being from the Greek word for rule). The history of the Church

during and after the Germanic invasions of the old Empire is sketched  out, taking

in the  abuses  suffered  after  the barbarian kings and other rulers  took  control of the

Church when they were converted, and the protection (which was  also  control) of

the Church by Charlemagne. There was  what  might be called today a  ‘quantum

leap’ in canon law when Burchard, Bishop of Worms (1000-25) published his

influential  Decretum, in twenty books. During the eleventh century the Church was

in  a  ferment of reform, spurred on by Popes  such as Gregory VII and Urban II. Ivo

of Chartres (1040-1115) collected the decisions of the synods and councils

together, in his  Panormia.  In the twelfth century the canon lawyer Gratian

published his  Decretum, which quickly became the authoritative  text  for  those

teaching the subject in the new Universities. To guard  against  errors and

interpolations the Popes began to issue authorised collections of decisions and

decrees.  That  of Gregory IX  (1227-41), the  Liber extra, formed the  basis  of

Catholic canon law until 1918.

The Roman civil law was the  body of law of ancient Rome, the  Corpus  Iuris

Civilis.  Roman  and canon law became interdependent; where there were gaps in

the latter, terms and  concepts  from the former were imported. By the mid-

thirteenth century there was  a  jus  commune  or general law over Christendom.

Brundage  points  out  that this  is to be distinguished from “the Common Law” of

England, which began as the body of  customs  common to the whole of England.

The teaching of canon law as  a  discipline began in Bologna, where in the mid-

twelfth century the Roman civil law was already being taught.  Canonists quickly

became an occupational group and  then a  profession. By 1250 there was an

admission ceremony, involving the taking of an oath to abide by the rules of
professional  conduct. There were three branches to the profession, proctors,

advocates  and notaries. The first and second of these correspond to some  extent
with our solicitors and barristers.  Advocates’ fees were not  paid  directly to them

but to the proctors for onward transmission, and to avoid the counting of coins the

money was handed over in a bag.  This  recalls the alleged origin of the small bag

sewn to the shoulder of  a  modern barrister’s  stuff  gown.

In chapters dealing with the impact of canon law on private  life  and on public

life Brundage describes the areas of behaviour governed. Mam'agc and the  family
is one, of  course, but he does not explain  that  this  stems  from the status of

Matn'mony as one of the seven Sacraments, whose due and lawful administratioq
was  very much the business of the Church. He points out other areas where  the‘
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thinking of the canonists anticipates by several centuries the wisdom of economists

such  ‘as Adam Smith and Thomas Hobbes. The concept of  a ‘just  price’ was

considered, as was the morality of the accumulation of property and wealth, and
the idea of the rule of law. Canon law also prescribed the holidays (literally, of

course, holy days) when work was forbidden. This was not an unmixed blessing,

for on the one hand workers by the day might need the money rather than  the.
holiday, and on the other, employers might  have  to pay a full  month’s  or quarter’s

wage for much  less than a full  month’s or quarter’s work.
As well as the history of the law  itself,  Brundage  also  describes the canon law

courts and their procedure. In earliest times, judicial functions were exercised by

councils and synods.  Bishops  in their dioceses would settle disputes, usually by
arbitration if possible. As late as the twelfth century, the rules of canon law were

still enforced mainly by synods. A successful system of Church courts did not
appear until the thirteenth century. At the diocesan level, the bishops made regular
visitations to regulate conduct, but between visitations they used officials known

variously as archdeacons, rural  deans  or  archpriests  to enforce discipline. In Rome
itself, a rising tide of litigation threatened to drown the Popes, until they began to

delegate more and more of the work to legal specialists.  Bishops  had to do the

same, passing on their  judicial  functions to their  ‘official’ (sometimes called
‘official-plincipal’).  The courts were in a hierarchy, with the higher courts having

appellate jurisdiction. The procedure was accusatorial (as court proceedings are in

M Britain), where the parties or  their  legal representatives argued it out before the

judge  and produced their evidence and  witnesses.  In the ‘occult crimes’ (ie. hidden
crimes) of heresy, blasphemy or sacrilege procedure could be inquisitorial, forming
an  inquest  or inquisition. Proceedings in many Europeati courts  today are

inquisitorial, where the judge conducts an enquiry into the truth of the matter and
takes  a much more  active  part  than  in British courts.

There are ample  footnotes  and there is a separate Select Bibliography of source
material. Unfortunately these  will be of little use to anyone in  this  country, as  a
very large number of the references are to  books  published in the United States of  -
America.

MARY O'REGAN

THE  WARS  OF THE  ROSES  IN  FICTION.  An  Annotated Bibliography,
1440-1994.  Roxane C. Murph. 1995. Greenwood Press, Westport, Connecticut and
London, £62.50 ISBN 0-313-29709-6

This  bibliography contains three sections  L  Novels  and Short Stories (numbers 1-

364); Verse  (numbers  365-501); Plays (numbers 502-566) — and is written for both
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students and general readers with an interest in fifteenth-century history. Roxane
Murph, a vice-president and chairman of the USA  Branch  of the Richard 111
Society, has put in a prodigious amount of research  —  ‘I have read most of the
works included in this bibliography’ — to put before the reader  a  wealth of
information on a profusion of  outpourings, some  of which ‘are  very good indeed,
true works of  art, others fail to meet any but the lowest standards, while more  than

~a few fall between the two  extremes’.
The earliest writings were ballads and poems, usually anonymous, written

during or shortly after the  events they portrayed, “and always showing a  strong bias
towards one side or the  other; for instance, idolising Humphrey of Gloucester or
attacking Margaret of Anjou. Verses continued to be the usual medium for partisan

sentiment  throughout  the centuries following the Wars of the  Roses,  although few
were written in support of the Yorkists until more recent  times.  Humphrey
Brereton’s  Ladye Bessaye  (a  poem  to Elizabeth of York) was well regarded by
James Gairdner, whilst Charles Ross argued  that  Brereton’s The  Ballad  of
Bosworth  Field  ‘on  both  historical and literary grounds deserves  most  serious
consideration as a major historical source’. Roxane Murph has been assiduous in
hunting down the most humble of outpourings  —  I did not know  that  Lord Alfred

Douglas had penned  Perkin  Warbeck,  for instance — and I was able'to put her
research to good use when  I  was deciding recently whether to purchase  Thomas
Hull’s  Richard Plantagenet: A Legendary Tale  (1774).

No writer has had more influence on the way we view the characters and
events of the period than William Shakespeare. Not only did John Ford, Thomas
Heywood and others  accept Shakespeare’s  interpretation, but the latter’s  Richard
III (or rather Colley Cibber’s version) inspired  several parodies and burlesques in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuriesf such  as George Almar’s  Peerless Fool!  A
Mela  Drama  in Two  Acts  (1833), wh‘i‘ch  has Richard of Gloucester lusting after
Verity, a pure and beautiful maiden who lives at Peerless  Pool.  However,
playwrights such as Caroline Ketaitas (1844) and Gordon Daviot (1953)
challenged what was becoming a stereotype.

Not only Richard  111, but the  vast  majority of historically significant figures —
Humphrey of Gloucester, Henry VI, Margaret of Anjou, Elizabeth Woodville  -
have been the  subject  of verse, plays and novels. Ricardi'ans will, of course, be

particularly interested in the portrayal of Richard, both  as duke of Gloucester and
as king. There was little divergence in fiction from the Shakespearian version, viz.
G.P.R.  James’ ‘murdering usurper’ (1849) and Robert  Louis  Stevenson’s  young
duke  whose ‘mind, it was to be dreaded, would qontinue to bring forth the fruits of
death’ (1888), until the twentieth century. Since 1900  a  much more varied

depiction has occurred, from Frances Leary’s misshapgn  tyrant  in The  Swan  and
the  Rose  (1953) to Josephine  Tey's  seminal The  Daughter  of Time  (1951), where
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Richard emerges as ‘a remarkably able man of great integrity a'nd noted  -
for his warm-heartednessi. Many of the novels have  been  written in the  last  thirty

years.  Some have  upheld the highest standards of fiction writing, but too many

have  been, as Murph admits, ‘of the paperback romance variety’ most  showing

‘only a superficial knowledge of the politics and personalities of the time and

the characters tend to be metaphors for virtue or vice, rather  than  human  beings’.
0f the ninety-seven novels, with a Ricagdian interest, published between  1963  and

1984,  fony-nine bear the imprint of Robert Hale.
There has always been, in some quarters, at  View  of literature as an indulgence

that sits  uneasily with the academic discipline of history, (Palgrave regarded
historical novels as ‘monal enemies to history’), but the more able practitioners of

the art  have a  valid and valued place with Clio. Carlyle, writing on  Scott’s
Waverley novels, argued that such works ‘have  taught  all men this truth  that  the

bygone ages of the world were actually filled by living men, not by protocals,

state-papers, controversies, and  abstractions  of  men’.  Where the  text-book  fails to  '

arouse interest, the .novel may succeed; and, once historical cun'osity is stimulated,

half the battle is won. Well-written, historical novels from the pens of such as

Barbara Willard, Cynthia  Hamett, Rosemary Sutcliff  and Geoffrey Trease, ensures
that  empathy is firmly rooted in sound history. The National Cum'culum  see§ a
place for fiction in the teaching of history: the past is restored, it is revived and  also
vivifled. .

There are remarkably few typographical errors: Sharon Kay Penman’s The
Sunne  in  Splendour  was published in  1982  not 1892 and RC. Doherty’s  A Shrine
of Murders  (1933  sic) and The Eye of God (1994) suggest  an amazingly long
writing career! I would dispute  a  few of the dates: G.A.  Henty’s  A Knight  of the
White  Cross  is 1896 not 1906; Charlotte Yonge’s  Grisly Grisell  is  1893  not  1883;
A]. Church’s  Chantry Priest  of Bamet  is 1884 not n.d.  (ca.  1908); and E. Everett
Green’s In the  Wars  of the  Roses  is  1891  not 1899.  Roxane Muxph  has provided us
with an excellent source book, but at  £62.50  one should  expect a  first-class

production!

KENNETH  HILLIER

GENDER  AND  HERESY. WOMEN  AND MEN IN  LOLLARD
COMMUNITIES 1420-1530.  Shannon McSheffrey. 1995. University of
Pennsylvania  Press, Philadelphia, PA,  £36.95 (cloth),  £17.95 (paper).

ISBN 0-8122-3310-7 (cloth); ISBN 0-8122-1549-4 (paper)

The notion  that  women were particularly attracted to religious heretical sects of the
middle ages has become  textbook  orthodoxy, according to the author of  this  study.
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Although hers is ‘the only full-length  treatment of gender in the Lollard

movement’, shorter studies of this subject have ventured to  suggest  that women

found in the Lollard heresy outlets for religious activity not available in the

established church. Dr McSheffrey rejects this idea entirely and instead seeks to

prove  that  women were on the whole excluded from playing an important role in

Lollardy because  it was created by and for  men, and  that  as  a  family-oriented

movement based on scriptural authority, it reinforced the traditional role of the

woman as an inferior to her husband.  That  there were women who  took  leading

parts in promoting the  sect by teaching and reading to others, both  informally and

in organised conventicles, she admits, but such women were rare and were only

able to achieve this influence because they occupied  a  high social position. On the

other hand, for men, social class was less of  a  factor in determining who led the

movement.  As  a  product of the university environment, heavily based on the

wxitten word, Lollardy was bound to be more open to talent and intellect, and in

the general absence of male gentry and urban elites from the movement in its later

phase, literate men from the lower social orders were able to fill leading roles

denied them in both the established church and  society at large.

These conclusions are drawn chiefly from the evidence of the ecclesiastical

court  records generated by investigations of Lollard communities in Coventry,

Norwich, London, the Chiltem  Hills, Essex  and Kent. As Dr McSheffrey notes, it

is the testimony of the Lollards themselves  that  provides the  vast  majority of

evidence against them. For that and other reasons, these records need to be

approached with caution. It is conceivable, for  example, that the tendency of the

authorities to regard the involvement of women in the sect as only peripheral  — as

seen in the lesser punishments meted out to  them, the delayed summonsing of them

before the courts, and the general (rather  than  point-by-point) abjurations

demanded of  them  — was exploited by the  sect  to save some of its members. The

motives of the" informants  must  always be  borne  in mind, and the evidence they
provide  judged  in its context.

Even if the court records are  accepted  at  face  value, the conclusions drawn

from ihem  about the importance of women in the movement are difficult to sustain

altogether. Alice Rowley, a  wealthy widow of Coventry, is the only woman whom

McSheffrey regards as a  true  Lollard leader, because she alone can be shown to

have  led formal teaching sessions (or conventicles) attended by men, as well as the

only known all-female conventicles. Yet she provides many examples of others

who instructed both men and women in informal gatherings, and thoroughly

demonstrates the central role played by women in spreading the heresy through

family networks (see especially ch. 4).  Literacy was power among the Lollards and

the keen participation of women in the Lollard  book  trade is another feature of

their activity brought out in this  study; literate and illiterate aliké acquired  both
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heretical and orthodox  texts. That they often operated as part of a husband-wife

team and that, except  in a few extraordinary cases, they were not  leaders  of the  sect

on an equal footing with men is, moreover, to be expected in  a  deeply patriarchal
society where the role of women was narrowly prescribed. The Lollards ha'd no

general or comprehensive radical doctrine concerning women, as Margaret Aston

showed in ‘Lollard Women Priests?’ —  Walter Brut and John Purvey

notwithstanding.

Neither is  McSheffrey’s  View entirely tenable  that  later Lollardy held little
appeal for  male  secular elites (i.e., members of the gentry and  town  oligarchies),

whom it placed at  a  risk they could ill afford. In London, there were undeniably

heretics of high social standing, but because their roles in the  Lollard  community

are obscure, McSheffrey largely ignores them. She deals at length with  Coventry

(ch. 2), where men of the city’s leading families  were implicated, but, because  they

escaped investigation by the church authorities, appear to  have  taken no part in the

conventicles of the  town's  lesser folk, and  left  wills containing a  mixture of
commonplace orthodoxies and  prom-Protestant  sentiments, she concludes  that

there were no genuine Lollards  among them.  That  wealthy men did not attend the

conventicles of their social inferiors  says  little, and it is unwise to assume  that  all

Lollards subscribed to the same set of heretical beliefs, despite the impression

given by the church court investigations in which suspects were interrogated from

a prepared questionnaire. Influential Lollards, moreover, had always enjoyed a

certain immunity from prosecution, and McSheffrey herself cites an  example  of  a
wealthy man of Amersham who reportedly bought his way out of  a  penance

imposed upon him for heresy (p. 130). Equally, claims of the deponents in the

heresy trials  that  they did not know certain influential persons when questioned

about  them cannot be relied  upon.  There is much deeper digging to be done on the

involvement of gentry and urban elites in later Lollardy, and on the overlap

between heresy and newer forms of  onhodox  piety. Particularly relevant here is the
work of Rob  Lutton  on the Lollards of Tenterden and Andrew Hope on the

network of  contacts  of William Sweating in the forthcoming Lollardy and  Gentry

in  Medieval  Europe  (ed. Margaret Aston and Colin Richmond).

In the Chiltem Hills, where the largest Lollard community was located, Dr
McSheffrey uses  tax assessments and wills to analyse the socio—economic status of

those investigated for heresy and finds  that,  while wealthier men of the  locality did

take  part in Lollard conventicles, they were not always among the leaders of  these

groups; this  also  proves to be the  case in Essex.  These  findings, together with the
active  participation in the book trade of both Lollard men and  women, provide a

valuable confirmation that leadership within the  movement  was chiefly detemlined
by intelligence and literacy. Reservations  about  her views on Lollardy among male

elites and the importance of women in the  sect  do npt impinge upon Dr
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McSheffrey’s assessment of the movement’s strength among men of the artisan

class. Even allowing for the authorities' comparative  lack of interest in

investigating women and elite males, the figures are striking and it would be

difficult  not to agree  that  the heretical teachings of the Lollards held the most

appeal  for  them.  One  must also  take seriously her observations  about  those

elements of the Lollard programs which would have acted as  a  deterrent to

women of the  same  social class. In the  book’s  final and most successful chapter,

she integrates her thesis of male domination of the  movement  with recent work on
the popular devotional practices of lay women  — particularly on ghe cult of saints  —

suggesting that the abandonment of  such  practices would  have  proved great

stumbling blocks for most women. It is within this  context  that  she properly views

the occasional tendency for Lollard luminaries such as William White or John

Wyclif to be canonised by their followers (pp.  147-48).  One possible element of

appeal to women which she overlooks, however, is the Lollards’ effective  removal

of the patriarchal figure of the priest in favour of  a  direct relationship with God.

Whether one accepts or rejects her conclusions, Lollard  historians must be

grateful for Dr McSheffrey’s compilation of evidence from the trial records, and

the  lists  of individuals provided in the  appendix  with information about their

literacy (at least as the sources  reflect  it) and  family relationships.  Both  will prove

extremely useful, and the detailed subject index also renders the book a handy

reference tool. It is to be  hoped that  the information gathered here and the  author’s

controversial  arguments will stimulate further work, not only on gender and social

class in LoHardy, but on the later Lollard movement as  a  whole.
MAUREEN J'URKOWSKI

THE  PRE-REFORMATION RECORDS  OF ALL  SAINTS’, BRISTOL. Part
I: The All  Saints’ Church Book.  Edited by Clive Burgess.  Bristol  Record

Society’s  Publications  Volume XLVI.  1995. £16.50 incl. p&p from The Secretary,

Bristol  Record Society, School of Historical Studies, University of Bristol, 13-15

Woodland Rd., Bristol  B88 1TB ISBN 0  901538-16- 7

.. the names of  good  doers and wellwishers to be rehearsed  both
man and woman, and  what  benefits  they did for themselves and for  others
by their lifetimes, and  what they left for  them  to be done after  their  days

that they shall  not be forgotten but be had in remembrance and be prayed

for of all  this parish  that  be now and all of them  that  be to  come, and  also

for an example to all you  that  be now living that  you may do likewise to
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do for yourself and  your  friends  while they be in this world, that  after the

transitory life you may be had in the number of  good  doers rehearsed by

name  .  .  .

The archive of the parish of All  Saints’, Bristol, is rare in its range, variety and
detail. The Church  Book, edited here, will be followed by an edition of other

documents, more parish accounts, wills and property deeds, and a full modern

study of the pre-Reformation parish based on this  extensive  material. The author

promises more detail in his final work but the present volume contains  a full
description of the manuscript and discusses the most interesting items and their

implications. The Church  Book  consists of four sections: constitutions and
ordinances, a  benefaction list, inventories with  a  list of churchwardens, and

accounts. In various  ways  and with gaps the information covers the years 1395 to

1482. Not all of the  texts  can be  taken  at  face value; the introductory passage of the

first  section, quoted above, not only proves the value of editions such as this for the

general  study of fifteenth-century piety but also indicates that the compilers were
nof without ulteu'or motives: their purpose was to celebrate  past  benefactions, but

they did so at least partly to encourage new ones. In its turn the  text  of the accounts

is not contemporary with the expenses it records but is  a  redacted version of the
original  —  of which some sections survive and allow comparison  — celebrating all

the hard work of previous churchwardens. The editor, who is well qualified on the

subject, reminds the reader that the benefactions recorded show how many gifts
people gave  to  their churchduring their lifetime and how the testimony of wills has
to be put in perspective. He also remarks on the generosity of the clergy itself to

their own church. ‘
Apart from the interesting and very readable introduction, the edition  contains

a (rather select) glossary and an index. The  text itself  is easy to use, but has no

explanatory notes as the  author’s  final overall study is expected to fill  that  gap.  A

simple map might have been included and the (very few, but very corrupt) Latin

phrases  might have  been given  a  few more  sics  to  settle  the  reader’s  doubts.
LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS

THE  MEDIEVAL GARDEN.  by Sylvia  Landsberg.  1995. British  Museum Press,
London, £12.99. ISBN 0-7141-2082-4

When  Vita  Sackville-West found herself accused of being a  mere arm-chair
gardener she respondgd ‘for the last forty years of my life I  have  broken my back,
my fingernails and sometimes my heart  in the practical pursuit of my favourite
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occupation.’ The same, it seems, is true of Sylvia Landsberg -  not only is she  a
historian of the medieval garden, with all the theoretical knowledge  that  entails, but

she has  also  recreated those gardens herself and in this book she urges and inspires

her readers to do the same. ‘One of the pleasures for a garden  historian’ she notes

‘is being an  armchair detective  squeezing every scrap of detail out of the given

documents’.  However, this volume  avoids  being a dry text-book  and is instead

packed with inspiration by example in the unusual area of medieval gardening. It is

what all good gardening books should be  — a mix of theory, escapism  and practical

advice.

The book is approachable and well organised. It is lavishly illustrated with

thirty-six colour plates and fifty-two  black  and white illustrations. Original

manuscripts  have  been photographed  with  great  care, most  notably the plan of the

waterworks and gardens at Christ Church, Canterbury, c. 1165. In addition a great

many modern plans and  artist’s  impressions of medieval gardens, conjured up from

written sources, help make the whole subject come alive.

The author sensibly begins with  a  discussion of the manuscript evidence

available to gardening historians, which is limited, but  often  very illuminating. She

notes her  debt  to John Harvey, Landsberg’s co-worker as historical consultant on

many of the gardens she has designed, who spent  forty years researching his

Medieval Gardening, published  in 1981. The author  makes  clear  that  there are few

pictorial representations of gardens surviving and virtually no contemporary

garden plans. In this way she makes the reader appreciate the significance of the

few  that  do survive, and which are illustrated in her book.

The  text then  moves on to descriptions of types of medieval gardens. There

were as many different types of gardens and gardening styles then as now. Small

enclosed ornamental gardens, kitchen gardens, park-like  landscapes, vineyards,

herbers, orchards, monastery gardens and peasant closes are all  revealed  in detail.

In the course of this section of the  book  modem gardeners will warm to their

medieval counterparts  -  who could resist the seed order of 1354 for the royal

palace of Rotherhighe on the Thames of 14lbs of parsley seed, and  121bs  each of

onion and leek seed!

Next, the author discusses particular garden features. The medieval gardener

was interested the ornamental  just  as much as the functional use of plants. It is a

stereotype  that  portrays  medieval' gardeners as only interested in the utility of

plants, yet  their  love of the decorative comes across strongly in  this  book  — their

admiration for roses and  lilies, their use of arbours, trellises, flowering meads,

fountains, pools, raised beds and turf  seats  reveals  a  distinctly romantic view of

gardening.

The author  then  turns to the plants themselves, and  this  section is central to

envisaging the medieval garden._ Gardeners  have  a  love for the historical  continuity
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of  plants  —  there is  a  great satisfaction in knowing that  your rose, columbine or

foxglove  has been grown for centuries and cherished by generations. The  plant  lists

examined by the author reveal  just  how many of the favourite medieval plants
would be on  most  modern  lists  as well  —  roses, irises, peonies, herbs, lavender,

foxgloves, lilies, aquilegias, hellebores and so  forth.  Illustrations of illuminated

borders in manuscripts reveal treasured flowers and plants, as well as written plant

lists. One particularly successful photograph shows  a  ‘bouquet’ of modem leaves

that  are mentioned in the Fromond list of 1525, with a detailed key.

The art of gardening and the gardeners themselves are then described. Some

wonderfully immediate  examples  are given which make the  medieval  gardener

accessible — his (or her) three-fingered weeding gloves, frames for supporting

pinks and lilies, early predecessors of the watering can and tools for efficient

weeding. The nurture and care of plants was very well understood, with detailed

advice on pruning, mulching, watering and  soil  improvement.

The  most  interesting sections of the book are  saved  until last. The chapter

entitled  ‘Medieval  gardens re-created’ relates the work done on several interesting

projects. The examples are impressive; The Shrewsbury Quest Monastic Garden (c.

1150), designed by the author and begun in  1994, bringing to life the garden of

Ellis Peters’ fictitious twelfth-century monk Brother  Cadfael; Bayleaf, a  yeoman’s

homestead (c. 1500) at the Weald and Downland Open-Air Museum, Singleton,

Near Chichester, with garden designed by the author and opened in  1990;
Hangleton, an elderly peasant’s  garden (thirteenth-century) also at Singleton,

designed by the  author; Sir Roger  Vaughan’s  Garden at  Tretower  Court, a

fifteenth-century courtier’s garden at Usk Valley in Wales designed by Elizabeth

Whittle in  1991  and Queen  Eleanor’s  Garden, a royal thirteenth-century herber at

Winchester Castle designed by the author and John Harvey in 1986. The

fascinating details  of how these recreations were achieved is the high point of the

book. The medieval gardener followed organic principles by necessity and the

author highlights manuscripts illustrating the beneficial insects  — ladybirds, lace

wings and hoverflies. Discussing the  Bayleaf  project, Landsberg noted in the RHS

Journal The  Garden  (June  1996) that  the medieval gardener was not only

extremely self-sufficient and employed  many organic methodshbut also created

very colourful gardens long before the advent of the ‘herbaceous border’.  Both

these  points  are strikingly illustrated in this  book.

Lastly, the author encourages the reader to  ‘Make  your own medieval garden’.

She realistically suggests  incorporating some rather than all of features of a

medieval garden. She gives sample plans and  lists  of suppliers of specialist

materials.  This  inspiring end to the  book  is followed by a  comprehensive list of

places to visit, an  extensive  bibliography, an index of plants as well as a general
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index and a list of illustration credits. A11 in all this is an excellent  book, faultless,
apart from the author’s curt dismissal of damask roses, not available to the
medieval gardener!

URSULA  CARLYLE

DEATH  IN  TOWNS. Urban Responses  to the  Dying and the  Dead, 100-1600.
Edited by Steven Bassett.  1995.  Leicester University Press, £49.50  (hbk); £15.99
(pbk). ISBN 0-7185-1418-1 (hbk); ISBN 0-7185-2280-x (pbk)

The Urban Research Committee of the University of Birmingham acts as  host  to
regular conferences on the pre-modern town in western Europe. The  1991
conference, reported here, was devoted to infectious disease in the pre-industrial
town and to the growing problem of the  disposal  of the dead over fifteen centuries.
Despite the ostensibly long time span covered it is likely that  most  of the papers
presented will be of interest to readers of this journal.

Keith  Manchester examines the types of  disease that  would  have  been

prevalent in urban settlements. He discusses turberculosis, cholera and plague
chosen as representative of different modes of transmission of infection. '

Julia Barrow reviews recent documentary and archaeological research dealing
with the location of urban graveyards in the middle ages. She confirms  that  early in

the period the great churches were able to claim  a  monopoly of burials in towns
and cities. The  lessei‘ churches  then  had an increasing _call upon the burial of
citizens  but the large municipal graveyards were not to be established until the end
of the period concerned.

After so much concern with death the volume perhaps begins to come to  life
with Roberta Gilchrist’s paper on the archaeology of later medieval hospitals. Dr.

Gilchrist re-iterates  that  hospitals could be of four main  types, the most common

-- being. ih  effect  almshouses, followed by leper hospitals  then  hospices (providing
accommodation for the pilgrim or less wealthy traveller). Gilchrist concentrates on
the true  hospital  which cared for the poor and sick but which accounted for a mere
112 (or 8.4%) of 1,103 medieval  hospitals  studied. She deals with disinfection and

with the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of  disease, emphasising that  it was

rare for patients in  hospital  to receive any medical attention from physicians.
Vanessa  Harding deals with the twin  issues  of burial location and burial choice

among Londoners, concentrating on the  stratum  of citizenry immediately beneath
the merchant class. Dr Harding describes London in the fifteenth century as being
less crowded than earlier in the middle  ages  or than it would become later.
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Moreover, since most of the churches in the city had graveyards there was also _less

pressure on burial  location  than had been the  case.  From the reign of Henry I

onward  London’s  citizens claimed the light to be buried wheresoever  they chose.  .

Harding’s  study of wills and churchwarden’s accounts of the  fifteenth  century

shows  that  the choice of most was their own  parish church, though about  a  quarter

specified burial in St Paul’s churchyard.  Similarly, many went on to  specify that

they wished the grave to be in a position near  that  of their deceased spouse or
offspring.

John Henderson examines contemporary writings on outbreaks of plague in

Florence.  That  city was chosen as the model for investigating a  virulent epidemic

disease of the middle  ages  because of the wealth of documents surviving that deal

with responses to the Black Death and to the  later  epidemic plague manifestations.

Italy is typical of Europe in that most doctors lived in towns but Henderson shows

that there was no true medical theory of the plague and its transmission. He

describes the translation of such terms as  ‘infection' or  ‘contagion’ as being

misleading and since the general b_elief was that plague spread  through  ‘corrupt air’

any palliative action was doomed to be futile. I
Robert Dinn returns to wills as sources, this  time  from the probate registers of

the  Sacrist’s  Court of Bury St Edmunds Abbey. He finds that thee-quarters of the
wills were by male  testators and  that, for the fifteenth century, 18 per cent of them

describe the required funeral service in great detail. The latter include not only the
obsequies  to be observed on the day of burial but rituals extending to later
occasions of significance (ie. one week, month or year after the death). Thus,

James  West, scrivener (d. 1509) arranged ‘an honest drinking among my

neighbours at my said 30 day and  eanh  day’ (p. 160).
Again  using wills, Clare Gittings contrasts urban funerals with those

performed in  a  rural environment and  also  late medieval funerals with those of the

Reformation. She concentrates on the latter, noting the introduction of  a  shoxtened

Order of Burial as the consequence of the abolition of the concept of  Pufgatory.
The penultimate paper was contributed by the late Malcolm Norris and deals

with la_ter medieval monumental brasses as an urban funerary industry. He used
wills as evidence for the commissioning of these memorials, quoting Thomas
Tyrell of East Horndon, Essex, (1475) who wished to be commemorated by a  brass

‘honestly for our  degree’ and  also  the Paston Letters  (quoted  pp.  184, 190).  This

paper is the most richly illustrated and the  late  medieval fashion for depicting in
brass the deceased as an emaciated corpse suggests to the editor  that  tuberculosis is

intended (after Manchester, p. 1).

Finally, Birthe Kjolbye-Biddle reviews the archaeology of Winchester
cemeteries  over  the entire period concerned; accordingly one  must  be selective.

Thus, objections to certain  bones  found at the Tower of London in  1674  as being of
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Roman  origin cite pfohibitions against burial within urban limits in the Roman
Empire. Here Dr Kjolbye-Biddle is able to add to the growing catalogue of human
skeletons found buried  within  Romano-British settlements  a  further three infants
and six adults from Winchester. Passing swiftly to the fifteenth century, she has
been able to  isolate  and study individual generations’ of skeletons from 1440-80
and 1480-1520 in the cemetery.

In  a  work of this nature a comprehensive index is essential and is provided. A
single criticism might be that the editor has  failed  his distinguished contributors
somewhat  by omitting biographical notes or information on affiliations.

W.J. WHITE

RICHARD  AND  ANNE. A  may in Two  Acts.  Maxwell Anderson. With
Introduction and  Notes  by R6“xane  C. Murph, and two letters from Robert

Sherwood. 1995. McFarland &  Company Inc., Box  611, Jefferson. NC.  28640,

$28.50 - ISBN 0-89950-803-0

Richard  and  Anne  was written in 1955, to be produced by the Playwrights’

Company, of which Anderson was  a  founding member, but it was turned down,
and apparently Anderson did not try to interest another producer, although he

subsequently carried out  some  revisions to the play.  Richard  and  Anne  has not
been  previously published, and has never been performed, having received only

three readings, in America, by theatre societies, and for the American Branch of  '
the  Society, at its AGM in  1981.

The play is  a  play within  a  play, beginning with  a  performance of

Shakespeare’s  Richard III, of which the two wooing scenes  (Richard  with Anne,

and with Elizabeth Woodville) are used in part. Then the  players  are interrupted by
a presence, which resolves itself as Richard’s jester Dag (Dagonet), raising himself

from the dead because he can no longer tolerate the injustice to Richard of the
traditional view. He  sets  out to call up the characters involved, and  sets  them to

recreate the events of the  past, to try to set the record straight. Richard, in

particular, wants to diverge from  this  recreation, and tell Anne what he fears he had
not told her in life  —  that  he would not have  married  another after her death, having

loved only her  -  but is not at first allowed to by Dag, who only latterly relents. So
Richard, in his own terms can be said to have succeeded, but in the end, the

attempt at justice fails:  Richard  III will play again tomorrow: the  ‘revised’ version
is not generally accepted.
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The ‘play within  a  play’ concept  feels  dated, and its execution ties jt fimlly to

America. The historical research was done for, not by, Maxwell Anderson, and

some solipsisms occur: the  ‘jester’ —  an  obvious  device (though well  used  in the

Rustaveli version of  ‘Richard III'), and the  ‘butler’ in Clarence’s house, as also

Henry’s persona as  a  ‘music  master’, together with other details, ring false  as

representations of fifteenth century England. Anderson cannot resist the temptation

of unhistorical confrontations  — Richard and Henry, as  also  Elizabeth and  Mary,
Queen of  Scots, in his ‘Mary of Scotland’ (1933).  There are historical

‘amendments’ as well  -  the  plot  between  Clarence, Morton and Henry Tudor to

dispose of Anne is an unnecessary gilding of the historical lily: Clarence was  quite

capable of hiding Anne, and does not need the unhistorical help of Morton and
Henry. The device of having Henry Tudor present throughout much of the action

of the  play is of course, totally unhistorical, and likely to act as a distraction to

Ricardians. It was perhaps felt  dramatically necessary for non-Ricardian audiences:

if he 'is a major protagonist, who has successfully denigrated Richard, perhaps

dramétic  balance nequires  him to  have  a greater presence in the play.

There are some moving moments  —  notably Anne’s  grief at the  death  of

Edward, Prince of Wales: the  little  song he  sings  at the (unhistorical) last
Christmas gathering of the Yorkist family, in London, in  1482, reminded me of the
duct between Richard and Anne in the Middleham Requiem:  ‘Hollin Green’.

Roxane Murph gives  a  very bn'ef outline of Maxwell Anderson’s life and more

of his career as  a  playwright  — Anne  of the  Thousand Days  being the work probably
best  known to English audiences. If ‘Richard and  Anne’ was ever given  a  full
performance, extensive programme  notes  would be necessary: the  apparatus  of

notes and the lengthy section in the introduction on the historical outline of events

are required for  a full  understanding by the non-Ricardian of the background to the

play, which would otherwise I think, not stand alone. The play is slight  compared

with 9ther pro-Richard plays, notably Dickon, offering no real  evidence  for the pro-

Richard view. As  Roxane  concludes  Shakespeare  will play again tomorrow  —

nothing really has  been  changed, but the  attempt  was worth making. The play

encapsulates the problem of the pro-Richard play: it simply does not have the clout
to stand up against Shakespeare.

Better, possibly, certainly other, pro-Richard plays  have  fared little better than

Richard and Anne — witness Gordon Daviot’s (Josephine Tey’s) Dickon, which has

received one professional performance, at Salisbury, and one amateur, at

Cleethorpes, since written. Witness  also  a pro-Richard play given in amateur

performance in Winchester in  1972, Lydia Ragosin’s Cry of Treason, given by

Ealing Questors, and on radio, Richard  III, Part  2, which was given  a  professional

performance in  1977, and more recently an amateur one, And Yet We  Trust  given in

1982 off, off, Broadway (Hammersmith Broadway). None of these has  fared  well,
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but it would be an interesting experience to persuade a theatre group, whether

amateur or professional, to give Shakespeare’s  Richard  III in conjunction with  a
pro-Richard play. I  have  to admit, I would choose  Dickon  for  that  role, in

preference to  Richard  and  Anne.
In conclusion, then, a  wonh  while exercise: it is interesting to have the play

text, accompanied by Roxanne’s  useful introduction and notes, but one  feels  this

effort  will remain a curiosity, rather than a major seller: read it, but borrow it from

the Society’s Library, rather than buying it.
E.M. NOKES

EARLY CHURCHWARDENS’ ACCOUNTS  OF  BISHOPS STORTFORD
1431-1558.  Edited  Stephen  S. Doree. 1994. Hertfordshire Record Society, Volume

X. £26.30, in UK incl. p&p (overseas  £29), from Hon. Treasurer, Hertfordshire

Record Society, 14 Westbury Close, Hitchin, Herts, SGS 2NE.  ISBN 0-9510728-9-7

Churchwardens’ accounts are an invaluable source for late medieval and early -

modern historians who want to find out about popular religious practices and about

changes in the Reformation period. The publication of the Bishops Stortford

accounts is therefore  most  welcome; and  they are sure to be widely used. Even

though there are some gaps, notably for the years  1440-1479, it is rare for such a

long run of accounts to survive. In his introduction Stephen  Doree  sets the accounts

in the  Context  of parish and town, and examines the responsibilities of the

churchwardens and the nature of the accounting system. Many of the accounts are

in English and  a  glossary is provided of the terms  used; Latin  texts have  been

translated. Each  year’s  account opens with the revenues received by the

churchwardens which  came  from rents and farms of church property, gifts

earmarked for special work on the church or the bells, and profits from the

drinkings and social gatherings. The section on Receipts is followed by Expenses,

and it is  here that  one discovers details of church building and repair, and

information about services, ceremonies and ornaments. The bhanges resulting from

the adoption of Protestantism under Edward VI and the subsequent reversion to

Roman Catholicism under Mary are reflected m the accounts at the end of the

book.

The Hertfordshire Record Society is to be congratulated on publishing ten

volumes in the years since 1985. One question arises:.in- view of escalating costs of

publication, would a less lavish format be advisable in future?
JENNIFER C. WARD
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Notices  of  Books  and  Articles

The following list consists of recent  books  and articles, mainly published in the  last  '

twelve months, although earlier publications may be included. The appearance of
an item ddes not preclude its subsequent review.

BOOKS

Julia Boffey and Pamela King, editors, London  and  Europe  in the  Later  Middle

Ages.  1995. Centre for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Queen Mary and

Westfield College, University of London. Obtainable from Brepols, Steenweg op
Tielen 68, Tumhout, B-2300, Belgium. BF 1100. ISBN 1-870059-07-7.

Collection of  eight  essays  putting Londoh  in an European  context  from the  twelfth  to

the fifteenth century.  Those  for the fifteenth  century are: J. Simpson, ‘Nobody,’s  man:

Thomas Hoccleve’s  Regement  of Princes  ';  C.M.  Meale, ‘The Libelle  of Englyshe  Polycye‘

and mercantile literary culture in late medieval  London’; and A.S.G. Edwards, ‘Continental

influences on London  printing and reading in the fifteenth and early sixteenth  centui‘ies’.

ARTICLES

Mark Bailey, ‘Demographic decline in  late  medieval England: some  thoughts  on

recent research’, Economic  History Review, volume 49, part 1, 1996, pages  1-19.

Summary and criticism of recent  research  and theories as to why the population of

England  took  so long to  recover after  the  Black  Death.  Argues in favour of  paying attention

to  fluctuation  in rates of fertiiity and mortality, as well as regional differences.

Wendy R. Childs, ‘The  George  of Beverley and Olav Olavesson: trading

conditions in the North Sea in  1464’, Northern History, volume 31, 1995, pages
108-21.

A  discussion  of an unusual  case  heard in  Chancery which‘ highlights  the problems of
both  natural  disasters and commercial politics for English  merchants.  Two men of Beverley
and two men of Hull accused men of  ‘Almayn’ and  both  sides  brought  witnesses. The
conflicting versions included stories of  stems, piracy by the  noton'ous  Danish pirate, Olav

Olavesson (who  was drowned), and the loss of considerable  goods  the Englishmen were
bringing from Zeeland; all  exacerbated  by the  current  trade disagreements between England,

Denmark and the Hanse.
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R.B. Dobson, ‘The  educational  patronage  of Archbishop Thomas Rotherham of

York’, Northern  History, volume 31, 1995, pages  65-85.
Primarily based on the evidence of his will, discusses  his (re)foundations of Lincoln

College, Oxford, and Jesus  College, Rotherham, their detailed statutes, and their

management, including the provision of  books.

Jeremy Griffiths, ‘New light on the provenance of a copy of The  Canterbury Tales,
John Rylands Library, MS Eng.  113', Bulletin  of the  John Rylands  University
Library of Manchester, volume 77, number 2, summer  1995, pages 25-30.

Traces some of the later history of the  late  fifteenth-century manuscript  with  the help of
information provided by a  full nineteenth-century transcript, which  includes  some  notes  by
the transcriber.

Jonathan Harris, ‘Two  Byzantine craftsmen 1n fifteenth-century London’, Journal

of Medzeval History, volume 21, 1995, pages  387-403.
Two gold wire drawers from Constantinople, named  Andronicus  and Alexius

Effomatos, lived and worked 1n  London  between at least  1441  and 1483. It 15 suggested  they

specialised in making a type of  gold  thread long made in  Byzantium  but superior to that

made in England, and  that  they may have  introduced the  craft  to England.

Margaret Kekewich, ‘John Fortescue Junior: an upwardly mobile gentleman, c.

1400-1442’, Midland  History, volume 20, 1995, pages 1-23.
Details of the careers of  John  Foxtescue (died  1476/79), his father, John (died  1436),

and his brother Henry.

Joan Kirby, ‘A nonhem knightly family in the waning middle  ages’, Northern

History, volume 31, 1995, pages  86-107.
Information about  the  life  and  management  of noble and knightly households  focussing

on the Plumpton family.

A. Compton Reeves, ‘The  foppish eleven of  1483’, Medieval  Prosopography,

volume 16, part  2, 1995, pages 111-34.
Brief biographies of Sir  Thomas  Montgomery, Sir  Thomas Burgh, Sir  Thomas

Vaughan, Sir John Donne, Sir William Parr, Sir  Thomas  St Leger, Sir  Thomas  Bourchier,

Sir  Thomas  Grey, Oliver King, John  Gunthorpe  and Sir  John  Elrington. All were exempted

from the  sumptuaxy legislation of the last parliament of Edward IV because of their status as

the  king's  servants and members of the royal household.

Felicity Riddy, ‘Mother  knows  best:  reading social change in a courtesy text',

Speculum, volume 71, 1996, pages 66-86.
Suggests that a  text  like  ‘What  the Goodwife  Taught  Her Daughter' was  composed for

girls who did not live at home — because in  a  mother-daughter relationship written  teaching
was/is  unnecessary — but concludes it was meant for the edification of female servants, as

many manuscripts  that  include the  text  belonged to prosperous merchants' households.
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Notes on  Contributors _ ~

Richard Brimell  teaches history at Durham University. He studies the  social

and economic history of the Middle  Ages, and has written  a  book about Colchester

between  1300  and 1525. '

Ursula  Carlyle  is an archivist and  a  passionate gardener with  a  garden the  size
of  a  postage  stamp.

C.  Paul Christianson  is Thompson Professor of English at The College of
Wooster (Ohio). He has written  Memorial-s  of the  Book  Trade  in  Medieval

London  and  A  Directory of London Stationers  and  Book  Artisans  1300-1500.

John  Clark  is Curator (Medieval) at the Museum of  London. His.
publications include The  Medieval  Horse  and its  Equipment  c.1150-c.1450
(HMSO  1995) and  Saxon  and  Norman London  (HMSO  1989).

Anne  Crawford  is an Assistant Keeper at the Public Record Office. Her

most recent publication is an edition of The  Letters  of the  Queens  of England,

1100-1547.

Kenneth Hillier  (MA. University College, London) is Deputy Head at

Ashby-de-la-Zouch Grammar School. Society member  since 1973, he is

studying Richard III as depicted in  Victorian  and Edwardian fiction. '

Michael  K.  Jones  is  a  Research Assistant for the History of Parliament Trust
and  co-author  of  a  bibliography of Lady Margaret  Beaufort, The  King ’3  Mother.

Maureen Jurkowski  is employed as  a research  assistant on the E 179 project in
the Public Record Office, and has published on Lollardy and gentry.

Elizabeth  Nokes  is General Secretary of the Richard III Society and edits the
Bulletin.

Mary O’Regan  joined the Society in 1965.  A  law librarian by profession. Has
written The  Medieval  manor  court  of Wakefield  and is  also  interested in the

medieval Church. Currently chairman of the Yorkshire Branch.

Livia Visser-Fuchs  is working on the literary background and péopaganda of

Anglo-Burgundian relations of the Yorkist period.
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Jennifer  Ward.  Senior Lecturer in History at Goldsmiths’ College, University
of London. Author of  English Noblewomen  in the  Later  Middle Ages,  Longman

1992.

William  J.  White.  A  member of the Society for 24 years, is working on urban

cemeteries for the Museum of London Archaeology Service.

Instructions  to  Contributors to the  Ricardian

Contributions are welcomed on any subject relevant to the aims of the  Society.

These may be illustrated by photographs (glossy prints showing good contrast) or
by line drawings. All contributions, including letters, must  be typewritten, with

double spacing and  adequate  margins, on one side of the paper only. Permission
must  be obtained for the use of copyright material, but this is not  usually necessary

for short quotes. References and footnotes  must  be given in one sequence at the

end of the article. Details need not be given in full for second and subsequent

references to the same source. They must  take  the form of the following

examples:R. Horrox and P. W. Hammond eds., British Library Manuscript  433, 4

vols., Upminster and London  1979-83, vol. 1, pp. 45-46.

Daniel Williams, ‘The  hastily drawn up will of William  Catesby Esquire, 25

August 1485’, Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical  Society Transactions,
vol. 51 (1975-6), P. 48.
Anyone interested in taking display advertisement  space  — full,  half  or quarter page
-  or in placing an insert should  contact  the Editor.  (Classified  advertisements

should  be sent to the Editor of the Bulletin). ._

Contributions for the December 1996 Ricardian must reach Miss Anne  Sutton, 17
Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw Street, London N1 6LD, by 30 September. Articles
should be sent well in advance. Further advice on presentation may be obtained

from the editor.

Binders  for The  Ricardian  are available in blue leathercloth, gold tooled.

Each holds 12  Ricardians  (1 volume). £4.25 incl. p&p. from Sales Office, PO.

Box  247, Haywards Heath, W.  Sussex  RH17 SFF.  Cheques  in sterling only, to

be payable to Richard_III Society. Overseas members to add 10% to cover

surface  mail  charges.
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THE  REBURIAL  0F  RICHARD DUKE  OF  YORK  E

21-30 JULY 1476
Anne F.  Sutton  and  Livia  Visser-Fuchs

with P. W. Hammond

  

Richard Duke of York was disinterred from the grave given him by the victors of
the battle of  Wakefield  and reburied at Fotheringhay with elaborate pageantry.

An edition with introductions of all the texts connected with this lavish display of

Yorkist piety, ceremony and dynastic propaganda. (An expanded version of the

Ricardian  article.)
I

56 pages; 11 illustrations (4 colour)

ISBN  0-904893-14-6

Price £5, including p&p, from the Sales Office, PO Box  247, Haywards

Heath, W. Sussex  RH17  5FF. Overseas members to add 10% to cover surface-

mail charges.  Cheques  to be in sterling only and made payable to the Richard
111 Society.

RICHARD 111 AND YORKIST HISTORY TRUST
The  Household Books  of

John Howard, 'Buke  of  Norfolk,
1462-1471, 1481-1483

. With an Introduction by Anne Crawford
This  volume  contains transcripts of the households  books, the record of the money
received and dispensed by Howard and his family and household officers.  They throw
light  on the administration of John  Howard’s  estates and his domestic expenditure on
his household, food, clothing and even his tavern entertainment. Contains a new
introduction discussing his life and career and an appendix of newly transcribed
related  doguments. The first index of names to  these important documents.
Long unavailable  except  in rare nineteenth century editions of which these are
reprints, printed four original  pages  to one new page.

Frontispiece, 368 pages
Special price to members of the Richard III  Society £29.50 including post  and packing -
from Sales Office, PO Box  247, Haywards Heath, West  Sussex  RH17 SFF. Cheques
to be  payable  to the Richard 111 Society. Overseas members to add 10% for postage.
Price to non-members  £48, including post  and packing, from Alan  Sutton  Publishing
Ltd.,  Phoenix Mill, Far Thrupp. Stroud, Gloucestershire GL5 ZBU. Cheques to be .
payable to Alan Sutton Publishing Ltd.
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Edward [V’s  eMemuir on  Paper’ to

Charles, Duke  of  Burgundy:  the so-

called  2Short  Version  of the  Arrival”

Livia Visser-Fuchs

An off-print from  Nottingham Medieval Studies, volume 37, 1992,

pages 1-53. The article discusses the career of the signet letter

which described Edward IV’s successful campaign to recover his

throne in  1471; who wrote the  text  and  why, and how it was  used,

copied, translated and expanded, illuminated and maligned.

Illustrated with the contemporary miniatures of the  battles  of

Bamet and Tewkesbury and the killing of Edward of Lancaster,

which  have  not  been  published before (black and white).

£2.50, including p&p,  from the  Sales Officer, PO Box  247, Haywards  Heath,

W. Sussex  RH17 5FF. Overseas members  to add 10% to  cover  surface-mail

charges. Cheques to be in sterling only and made payable to the Richard III Society.

'_ Bicardian Indexes
Comprehensive  author  and subject indexes to articles, notes and reviews in all
issues of The  Ricardian.
1979-1984, volume V and VI £1
1985—1987, volume VlI £1.25
1988-1990, volume VIII £1.75
1991-1993, volume IX £2

Prices include  postage  and packing. Cheques payable to the Richard 111 Society.
From: Sales Office, PO Box  247, Haywards Heath, West  Sussex  RH17 SF.
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